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By Paige Braddock

Andrews McMeel Publishing. Paperback. Condition: New. 128 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
0.3in.The hilarious tale of a group of amphibians (and one free-range hamster) who set out to save
their tiny pond home from one very large steamroller. Sometimes big stories happen in small
places. Sometimes big things happen to small creatures. This is one of those stories . . . Cecil is a
toad. A toad busy doing what any other toad does with its days--judging the pond splashing contest
(Reggie the fly is usually the honorary winner by dint of his five-day lifespan), or visiting his friends,
Jeff the free-range hamster, Rayray the lizard, Jeremy the worm, or Sprout the frog. And, of course,
trying to keep clear of the local hawk. But when Cecil discovers a freeway construction project
aimed right at the pond, he knows he has to come up with a plan to save his home. But what can a
small group of amphibians and a reincarnating fly do against construction vehicles and a steady
onslaught of hot asphalt Cecil isnt sure, but he knows they have to try. This item ships from multiple
locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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A brand new e book with an all new point of view. I have got read and i am sure that i am going to likely to read through once more once more in the
future. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ms. Tea g a n O sinski III--  Ms. Tea g a n O sinski III

It is really an incredible ebook that we have actually go through. I actually have go through and i also am sure that i am going to likely to read again again
in the foreseeable future. Your way of life period will be convert the instant you complete reading this article pdf.
-- Pr of . Adr a in Rice-- Pr of . Adr a in Rice
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